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% Assignments%&%Exercises% % 70%%
% Quizzes%% % % % 20%%

































































WEEK$ DATE$ $ TOPIC$ $ $ $ $ $ $ DUE$ $ $ $
1% TH%%8/20% Course%Overview:%What%is%a%director?% %
% % % %
2% TUE%8/25% Director’s%Preparation:%Understanding%the%script% %
% TH%8/27% % %
3% TU%9/1% Understanding%the%script% %
% TH%9/3% % '
4% TU%9/8% Methodology:%Telling%the%story%with%the%camera% Script'Analysis'Due'
% TH%9/10% % %
5% TU%9/15% Telling%the%story%with%the%camera%% %
% TH%9/17% % '
6% TU%9/22% Telling%the%story%with%the%camera% Placement'&'Blocking'
Assignment'Due' '
% TH%9/24% QUIZ%#1% %
7% TU%9/29% Directors%&%Actors% %
% TH%10/1% % %
8% TU%10/6% Directors%and%Actors% %
% TH%10/8% % %
9% TU%10/13% Directors%preparation%–%pre;production% % % Character'Analysis'Due'
% TH$10/15$ FALL$BREAK$–$NO$CLASS$ '
10% TU%10/20% Directors%preparation%–%pre;production% %
% TH%10/22% % Cast'Breakdown'Due'
11% TU%10/27% Directors%in%production:%directing%the%shoot% %
% TH%10/29% % %
12% TU%11/3% Directors%and%editing,%sound,%music,%post;production%% %
% TH%11/5% QUIZ%#2% '
13% TU%11/10% Directors’%Profiles%&%Scene%Analysis%Presentations% Group%1%
% TH%11/12% % Group%2%
14% TU%11/17% Directors’%Profiles%&%Scene%Analysis%Presentations:%% Group%3%
% TH%11/19% % Group%4%
15% TU%11/24% Directors’%Profiles%&%Scene%Analysis%Presentations:%% Group%5%
% TH%11/26% THANKSGIVING%BREAK% %
16% TU%12/1% Directing%Careers% %
% 12/3% ' '
17' FINAL$
EXAM$
WEEK!
There'is'no'written'final'exam'in'this'class.'''
%
'
%
